
CUSTOM designs 

CORE COMPETENCIES

Image Custom Designs is a manufacturing company specializing in custom acrylic counter shields, ATA custom 
travel cases/shipping containers, die cut decals and lettering, as well as commercial signage, and banners.
With the latest in Print & CNC technology and an experienced CAD engineering & design staff in house, we offer 
a full spectrum of custom solutions from design to delivered at a fraction of the timeline of our competition.  
Image Custom Designs is a family born and built business, right here in MA of over 20 years. The Image brand 
has always stood for creative ingenuity, superior craftsmanship, and integrity. With decades of experience 
servicing some of the most demanding customers ranging from the touring industry to the military, we 
understand what it takes to design and deliver custom products that meet the needs of our clients.
In addition, we ensure that we stay ahead of the industry curve by using the latest tech, from hardware & 
tooling, to training & software, all to address the evolving needs of our clients. 

About Image Custom Designs

Image Custom Designs provides a fully customised approach to each project that allows our clients 
to address unique business challanges with the industries best tailor made products and solutions.

Valued Customers Company Information

- Louisiana Dept. of Corrections
- Town of Millbury, MA
- 4Wall Entertainment
- City of Worcester

CAPABILITY STATEMENT

IMAGE CUSTOM DESIGNS      1051 SOUTHBRIDGE ST WORCESTER, MA 01610       (508) 757-3331

Offering tailor made products 

for clients with unique and 

demanding requirements using 

the latest tech and strict 

attention to detail

From design to delivery

Because, “in this case, it matters”

- Custom Made ATA Spec tour grade

road case design and manufacturing

for sensitive equipment/products.

- 20+ years of experience

- Serving Medical, Military, Industrial, 

Entertainment, and more since 1999

- state of the art multiple

substrate wide format printing.

- Adhesive diecut vinyl decals and

equipment lettering

- Commercial Car Wraps and Decals

- full format banners and signage

- State of the art CNC and Custom

Machining Technology in house

- Full CAD Design Suite for product

development from concept

to fabrication

- Custom and standard Acrylic products 

for todays demanding PPE standards 

and mandates

- Largest materials inventory in the 

northeast for cast acrylic fabrication

- Experience with the strict requirements 

of schools and municipal environments

Image Custom Designs LLC
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